
6000
HYDRO - HYDRO CNG

Street Washer



Wash and 
sanitise
The Dulevo 6000 Hydro and 6000 Hydro CNG 
are designed for street cleaning, sanitising 
and sanitation.

Concept
Designed and built to solve the problem of 

washing and sanitising in any environment, 

they are perfectly adapted to any urban or 

non-urban situation: from the large boulevard 

to the driveway in the city centre, arcades, 

pavements, port areas, local markets, etc.

Attention 
to the environment

Available with the latest generation 

diesel engine and with a matane gas 

engine, as part of a faithful respect for 

the environment and careful care for 

cities and citizens.



Efficiency 
everywhere

Washing
Washing is done via a stainless steel bar at 

the front of the cabin.

Manoeuvrability
The four steering wheels and compact 

dimensions allow both models to move nimbly in 

any environment, ensuring perfect cleaning at all 

times.

Precise work
The operator, from his workstation, can 

adjust the boom to any position, adapting 

to different environmental conditions.



Cleaning gun 

The gun can safely wash walls and less 

accessible areas even at a distance of 18 

metres from the machine.

Front bar

The front bar, consisting of no less than eleven 

nozzles for front washing and two for side washing, 

is located under the driver’s cab and is hydraulically 

adjustable in inclination, incidence and ground 

clearance.

Tank

Stainless steel tank, fully inspectable.



Relaxed driving

The hydrostatic steering, power steering, 

four-wheel steering and few controls make 

the vehicle easy and pleasant to use.

Controles intuitivos

Con grandes superficies de cristal y 

controles sencillos e intuitivos.

Comfortable

Comfortable, soundproofed and with large 

glass surfaces, the cab of these two

street-washer models make working under 

any conditions a pleasure.

Designed 
for people



For every 
needs of the 
customer

Configuration
The machine can be configured, according to 

customer requirements, with high-pressure 

systems and automatic dosing systems for the 

sanitising product.

Upper arm
Upper arm to facilitate the use of a washing 

lance. The arm is very functional in case it is 

necessary to pass obstacles.

Vertical Washing
A vertical washing bar allows the operator 

to wash and sanitise walls with precision in 

combination with floor washing.



Dati tecnici  6000 Hydro 6000 Hydro CNG

Washing track:

 - with standard bar mm 2800

 - with spreader bar (opt) mm 3200

Water tank capacity L 5900 4400

Cabin seats n° 2 (3)

Indicative cleaning cycle performance m2/tank 30000 22000

Maximum speed Km/h 25 - 40

Turning circle diameter (curb-to-curb) mm 9360

Engine make FPT industrial (Iveco)

Emissions Engine EURO 6 STEP C

Power supply Diesel Methane gas
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